A Novel Approach to Analyze the Progression of Measured Corneal Sub-Basal Nerve Fiber Length in Continuously Expanding Mosaic Images.
Purpose/Aim of the study: A recently proposed technique enables the generation of continuously increasing mosaic images of the corneal sub-basal nerve plexus (SNP) using in vivo corneal confocal microscopy (CCM). The aim of the present study was to investigate the progression of the corneal nerve fiber length (CNFL) measured in the growing mosaic images with regard to their increasing area. Five large datasets from three healthy volunteers were examined using the proposed CCM technique. Intermediate mosaic images were created and assessed for CNFL. The measured CNFL progression shows both over- and underestimation of the CNFL for small observed areas. Increasing the mosaic image area stabilizes the CNFL values and reduces the moving variance in all five datasets. The relative deviation of means from values of first and second examination of two of the subjects shows high differences for an observed area of <1.5 mm2. The present examination provides two measures to quantify different area-dependent aspects of the CNFL measured in an expanding mosaic image. The moving variance measures how stable the CNFL can be considered at a certain mosaic size. The relative deviation of means from two repeated CCM examinations on the other hand gives some indication on the level of reliability that can be expected from the measured CNFL. The progression of CNFL in the examined datasets manifests a potentially very high variability for mosaic sizes of less than about 1.5 mm2. Above that size, CNFL progression and the intra-patient relative deviations both stabilize significantly in all five datasets. The results of the present examination suggest a recommendation for a minimum sampled area of the central SNP of 1.5 mm2 for reliable and meaningful measurement of CNFL.